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APPLICATIONS OF UNIFORM CONVEXITY

OF NONCOMMUTATIVE 7''-SPACES

BY

HIDEKI KOSAKI1

Abstract. We consider noncommutative L''-spaces, 1 <p < oo, associated with a

von Neumann algebra, which is not necessarily semifinite, and obtain some conse-

quences of their uniform convexity. Among other results, we obtain (i) the norm

continuity of the "absolute value part" map from each /.''-space onto its positive

part; (ii) a certain continuity result on Radon-Nikodym derivatives in the context of

positive cones introduced by H. Araki; and (iii) the necessary and sufficient

condition for certain /.''-norm inequalities to become equalities. Some dominated

convergence theorems for a probability gage are also considered.

1. Introduction. After the development of the modular theory [27] one can

construct noncommutative 7''-spaces associated with a von Neumann algebra

without a trace [3, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15]. (Full details of [10] are now found in [30].) Also

it is now known [15] that these 7''-spaces are uniformly convex Banach spaces. The

purpose of the paper is to obtain certain consequences of this uniform convexity,

which will be explained below.

After some preliminaries and technical lemmas in §§2 and 3, respectively, in §4 we

will prove that the "absolute value part" map from each 7''-space, 1 < p *£ oo, onto

its positive part is norm-continuous. This continuity is known for C^-ideals [19, 24],

that is, the noncommutative 7''-spaces constructed from a factor of type 1^.

However, our proof is more technical because we have to deal with certain un-

bounded operators (see §2 for details) instead of compact operators in C^-ideals.

In §5 we will consider a one-parameter family {7a}0^os;1/2 of positive cones

associated with a von Neumann algebra 9H admitting a cyclic and separating vector

[1, 3, 13, 14, 16, 25, 27]. We will prove that, for each 0 < a < 1/4, the map

| G P" -» coj e 9H* is a homeomorphism with respect to the norm topologies, and

that 0 < a *£ 1/4 can be replaced by 0 < a < 1/2 if "Dll is finite. The former is a

consequence of the continuity result in §4, while the latter is a consequence of a

certain dominated convergence theorem for a probability gage [18, 20, 21, 23, 26, 31]

proved in §3.

In §6, among other results, we will prove

2x-p\\a + b\\Pp^\\a\\p+\\b\\Pp^\\a + b\\P
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for any a, b in the positive part of each 7''-space, 1 < p < oo. More importantly, we

will also find when these inequalities and Clarkson's inequality become equalities.

The author wishes to thank the referee for useful comments. Indeed, the proof of

Lemma 2.3 is due to the referee, and this greatly simplified lengthy arguments in the

original version.

2. Noncommutative 7p-spaces. We collect some basic facts (as well as definitions)

of noncommutative 7''-spaces associated with a von Neumann algebra which is not

necessarily semifinite. Full details are found in [3, 8, 12, 14, 15, 30]. Also we recall

the theory of T-measurable operators arising from a semifinite von Neumann

algebra. This subject was initiated by Segal [23], however, we will follow Nelson's

elegant (and slightly different) treatment [20]. Details are found in [18, 20, 21, 23, 26,

31].

In the first half of the section (and in main parts of the paper), we assume that 9lt

is a (possibly type III) von Neumann algebra with a standard form (911, %, J, 9^)

in the sense of [1, 9]. Also, throughout the paper we fix a unit cyclic (and separating)

vector £0 in tf* with the vector state <£0 = w^o G 91L* , and denote the corresponding

modular operator (on %) by A [27].

We represent noncommutative 7p-spaces, LP(91L; <f>0), 0 <p < oo (7°°(9!t; <£0)

= 911), as spaces of certain unbounded operators on % which are not affiliated with

911 (unless 4>0 is tracial). More precisely, for each <j> E 9R,* with a unique implement-

ing vector 1^ in "3^, we consider the relative modular operator A^ on 3C [7]. The

positive selfadjoint operator A^ is characterized as

[j^2ox^0 = x%,       xG91t,

I 91t£0   is a form core for A^o.

Then 7''('DTI; <f>0), 0 < p < oo, consists of all closed operators a on % with the polar

decomposition a = «A^£ , u E 91c, 4> G 911* . It is well known that one can freely

add (strong sum), multiply (strong product), and take adjoints of elements in these

7p-spaces as if one deals with T-measurable operators (explained in the last half of

the section). The positive part L'(9H; <f>0)+ consists of all A'^o, <$> E 911* , and each

element in Lp(sJ\l; <j>0) can be written as' a linear combination of four positive

elements (in the usual way).

For each a = uk^a E Lx(GJ\i; <j>0), we set

tr(a) ="(a£0|£o)"   in the form sense

(= (A'/^o|A'/,>*lo) = (JJMJ = KlO)
= *(«)•

As a consequence of the relative KMS condition, the (positive) linear functional tr

on L'(9Ti; <J>0) enjoys the following tracial property:

tr(aZ>) = tr(»;       a E L'(9H; 4>0), b e 7«(9H; <j>0);    \/p+\/q=\.

For p > 1, L'CJJH; <f>0) is a Banach space under the norm

\\a\\p = tr{\a\»y/p       (= ${\)'/p if a = «A#0),
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and is an 9Tl-bimodule in a natural way. (The module structure is defined by (strong)

products of operators.)

Among these 7''-spaces, the 7'-space 7'(9TL; <|>0) is isometrically isomorphic and

order isomorphic to the predual 9Tt* via

a = «A^o-► w<f>       (=<*>(k-)),

while the 72-space 72(91t; (f>0) together with 72(91t; <J>0)+ can be identified with

(3C,^)via

a = mA'<h„ "* a^o = u^-

In particular, the inner product in 72(9Jt; <j>0) is given by

(a, b) -> tr(aft*) = tr(b*a).

(In fact, when a = «A'/^o and b = vAx^g, we have

(«€>«,) = ("A'/^ol.A'/^o) = (^•iiA^olio)

= (ft*a{0|€„) = tr(6*fl).)

When l//> + 1/? = 1, the bilinear form

(a, b) 6 L'(9H; fc>) X 7<?(9!t; <?>0) -» (a, fc)= tr(aft) GC

gives rise to the expected duality 7',(9H; <j>0) = 7<?(91L; 4>0)*, Kq< oo.

For each 1 *£/? < oo with the conjugate exponent </, 7''(91L; </>0) may be continu-

ously (due to Holder's inequality) imbedded into 7'(9TL; <p0) = 9!t* via a -» aA1/<?.

(Here, A = A^ ^ is the usual modular operator fixed at the beginning of the

section.) In particular, 911 = 7°°(9H; <£0) is imbedded into 911* via x -» xA (= x<j>)

so that one obtains the pair (9IL, 911*) of compatible Banach spaces in the sense of

[5, 6].

Proposition 2.1 [15]. Under the above-mentioned imbedding, 7''(91t; <j>0) is exactly

the complex interpolation space Q=1/ (911, 911*) (with equal norms) in the sense of

Calderon [5, 6].

In particular, C1/2(91L, 911*) = 72(91t; <J>0) = %, and the reiteration theorem for

the complex interpolation method [6, Chapter 4] asserts that

\C2/p(^,%), 2<p<oo,

i'(»;*„) = |C2/p|(5c^)>   ]<p<2

with equal norms (see [15, §4] for details). Thus, the result in the Appendix of [15]

guarantees

Proposition 2.2 [15]. For each 1 <p < oo, 7''(9H; <p0) is a uniformly convex

Banach space. Thus, due to (9) in [17, p. 365] and the duality, it is also a uniformly

smooth Banach space.

We here recall that a Banach space X is uniformly convex if the following

condition is fulfilled: For each e > 0 there exists a 8 = 8e > 0 such that ||x|| = ||y||=l

and \\x(x + y)\\ > I - 8 (x, y E X) always imply ||x -y|| < e. A very readable

account on uniformly convex and smooth Banach spaces can be found in [17].
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In the last half of the section, we assume that t is a normal faithful semifinite trace

("gage") on a semifinite von Neumann algebra 91 acting on a Hilbert space DC.

Also, by an "operator" we will always mean a closed (and densely-defined) operator

on % affiliated with 91L.

An operator a is said to be T-measurable if for any 8 > 0 there exists a projection e

in 91L such that e% C ^(a) and t(1 - e) < 8 [20].

Let a — u\a\ be the polar decomposition and |a|= j™X dex the spectral decom-

position. The following criterion is useful: a is T-measurable if and only if there

exists a positive A0 such that t(1 — ex ) < oo [20, p. 112]. As consequences of this

fact: (i) if t(1) < oo, then every operator is T-measurable; (ii) if an operator a is

bounded, that is, a E 91L, then a is T-measurable; (iii) if a is T-measurable, then

t(1 — ex)\0 as X / oo. (Indeed, (iii) follows from t(1 — eA ) < oo, 1 — ex\0, and

the normality of t.)

When a and b are T-measurable, then a*, b* are T-measurable. Also, the (algebraic)

sum a + b and the (algebraic) product ab are closable, and their closures (a + by

(called the strong sum) and (ab)~ (called the strong product) are again T-measurable.

Furthermore, under strong sum, strong product, and the adjoint operation, the set of

all T-measurable operators forms a *-algebra [20, 23]. Thus, in what follows, we will

suppress a closure sign (without causing any ambiguity). Also, it is known [23,

Theorem 5] that (iv) any symmetric T-measurable operator is selfadjoint.

We now introduce a topology on the set of all T-measurable operators (see [20,

§2]). For e, 8 > 0, we set

0(e, 8) = {a; a is a T-measurable operator admitting a projection

e E 91twith||ae||«eandT(l - e) <5}.

A vector topology whose fundamental system of neighborhoods around 0 is

{&(e, 8)}cS>0 will be referred to as the measure topology. It is known [20] that (v)

the set of all T-measurable operators equipped with the measure topology forms a

Hausdorff topological *-algebra. (It is complete, but not locally convex.) We note

that (iii) implies (iii)': if a is T-measurable, a„ = uJq X dex (E 911) tends to a (as

n -* oo) in measure.

Now, we describe noncommutative 7''-spaces Lp(91t; t), 0 < p «S oo. Although t

can be a trace with t(1) = oo, we assume that t is a tracial state ("probability gage")

in what follows. (In fact, in §§3 and 5, we will use just noncommutative 7''-spaces

arising from a tracial state.)

In the literature [18, 20], of course, Z/(91L; t), l <p < co, is defined as the space

consisting of all operators a (recall (i)) satisfying T(\a\p) < oo. It is a Banach space

under the norm ||a|| = T(|a|'')1/'' and satisfies all expected properties such as

duality. We point out that (when 911 is standardly represented) 7^(911; <f>0 — r) in

the sense of the first half of the section is exactly L/,(91L; t) just defined. In fact,

when <p0 = t (that is, £0 = £T is a unit trace vector), a relative modular operator

A^T = h^is affiliated with 91L and is the Radon-Nikodym derivative dfy/d-r in the

classical sense. Furthermore, norms are computed by

tr(A,T) = (A,T£T|lT) = T(/0.
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We note (vi): If a sequence {an} in 7p(9lt; t), 0 <p < oo, tends to a in the

7''-norm, then an tends to a in measure. In fact, if b = u\b\ and \b\= /0°° X dex (the

spectral decomposition), then

Wbt = *{\bf) = CX" dr(ex) > Tx" dr(ex) > £"t(1 - ef) (e > 0).
A) Je

Thus, for any preassigned e, 8 > 0, \\b\\p^e8x/p implies t(1 - ee) < 8 so that

{b E 7"(91t; t): ||£||, < e8x/p} is included in 0(e, 8).

For bounded selfadjoint operators a, b, it is well known that ab = ba if and only if

a and b commute strongly, that is, e'aaeifih = e'pheiaa, a,BER, or, equivalently, all

spectral projections of a and fc mutually commute. However, for general unbounded

selfadjoint operators, the situation is much worse. Indeed, as the famous counterex-

ample of Nelson [22, p. 273] indicates, all kinds of pathological phenomena occur.

We, however, show that for special unbounded selfadjoint operators appearing in §2

no pathological phenomenon occurs.

Lemma 2.3. Let a, b be T-measurable selfadjoint operators. (Here, 911 need not be

finite.) Then ab = ba if and only if a and b commute strongly.

Proof. If [a, b] = 0, we get [P(a), Q(b)] = 0 for any two polynomials 7, Q. Let

/, g be two bounded continuous functions on R, and 7„, Q„ sequences of polynomi-

als converging to / and g uniformly on compact subsets of R. For e, 8 > 0, one can

choose t0 > 0 such that the spectral projection of a corresponding to the set {/ G R;

11 \> tQ} has trace < 8, and then choose nQ E N such that

W0-/(0|<«   for t(=[-t0,t0],n>n0.

Then Pn(a) — f(a) E 0(e, 8), n > n0, and P„(a) tends tof(a) in measure. Similarly,

Q„(b) tends to g(b) in measure. Since the set of all T-measurable operators form a

topological algebra, we get

[f(a),g(b)]= lim  [P„(a),Qn(b)]=0.
n—> oo

Taking/(f) = e"" and g(t) = e'p', one concludes that a and b commute strongly.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.4. Let <j>, \p E 911* and a, B > 0. (Here, 911 need not be semifinite.) Then

K<t>oKt>0 = A^oAWo lfand only lf A<M>o and AW0 commute strongly.

Proof. We consider the crossed product 911X0R (relative to the modular

automorphism group a, = Ad A", / G R) acting on 3C® 72(R; dt) generated by

x ® 1, x G 91, and A" ® 7", / G R. Here, 7 is the exponential of the generator of

the regular representation of R. Then the crossed product is semifinite, and it is

known [12, §1] that h^ - A^ ® L is T-measurable with respect to the canonical

trace t on the crossed product. (See [22, VIII-10] for tensor products of unbounded

operators.)
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We thus have the following bi-implications:

[*♦♦, a$J = o-[*;, A{] = 0

<=> h^ and h^ commute strongly   (Lemma 2.3)

« A'^o ® 7" and A^o ® 7" comute

» A^o and A''^ commute.    Q.E.D.

3. Technical lemmas. In this section we collect some technical lemmas. Among

other results, in the last half, certain dominated convergence theorems for a

probability gage will be obtained (Proposition 3.7 and Corollary 3.8).

Lemma 3.1. //(£R- h(t) E 7/,(9H; <J>0)+ , 1 <p < oo, is differentiable (with

respect to the Lp-norm) at tQ and h(tQ) # 0, then t E R -* tr(h(t)p) E R+ is differen-

tiable at t0 and its derivative is

/>tr(M>o)r'4        *(*„).
at , = ,0

Two remarks are in order before its proof. Firstly, the assumption asserts that, if

one sets bf = h(t0 + e) - h(t0) for a small e^06R, e~]bt tends to (d/dt) |f=, h(t)

in norm as e -» 0. Notice that e'xbf and (d/dt) \l=l h(t) belong to LP(PK; <t>0)sa =

{a E Lp(G)\l; <pQ); a* = a}. Secondly, it is easily observed that the real Banach

spaces L/'(91t; <j>0)sa and 7?(9H; <f>0)sa are uniformly smooth and convex and the

dual spaces of each other (see §2). More precisely, the duality here is given by

restricting the bilinear form mentioned in §2 to 7P(91L; <j>0)sa X 7<?(91t; <£0)ia.

Proof. It is known that the norm function a E L/'(91L; <j>0)sa -» ||a|| G R+ is

strongly differentiable (Frechet differentiable) except at 0 due to the uniform

smoothness of 7''(911; 4>0)sa [17, (6), p. 364]. At first we show that its strong

derivative at a (>0, ^ 0) is ||a||J,-''a''-1 (in L«(91t; <f>0)sa as L"(9H; <J>0)*fl). The

space 7^(911; ^>0)sa being strictly smooth [17, p. 353], there exists only one support-

ing hyperplane for the ball in 7^(911; </>0)JU of radius ||a|| containing a. Further-

more, a is the only point where this supporting hyperplane and the boundary of the

ball meet. However, this supporting hyperplane is

[b E L"(?l; <}>0)sa: tr{\\a\\p-pa»-xb) =\\a\\P}

because of

tr(\\a\\p~Pap-]a) =\\a\\p,

tr(\\a\\p~Pap-xb) <\\a\\P   whenever 6* = b, \\b\\P <\\a\\P.

Consequently, the strong derivative of the norm function at a is tr(||a||'"''a'7~1 • ) =

||a||' -pa"~'. (See [17, (11), p. 349 and (4), p. 364].)

Thanks to a chain rule, the function a G LP(9H; <l>0)sa -* \\a\\p E R+ is strongly

differentiable except at 0, and its strong derivative at h(t0) is

(P\\h(tX~l )(\h(t0)t~'h(toy-l)=ph(hY~l-
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Using e, 8e introduced before the proof, we compute

e-x{tr{h(t0 + e)p) - tr{h(t0)p)} = e-x{\\h(t0) + b£-\\h(t0)\Q

= e-x{\\h(t0)\\Pp + tr(ph{tJ-\) + 8t-\\h(t0)\Q

= tr{ph(t0)p-le-xbe) + e-%.

Here,

*. =ll*('o) + bfp-\\h(t0)\\Pp - tr{ph(t0)p-'bc),

and 5J|&J|~' tends to 0 as H^J^ tends to 0 (by what we showed in the first half of the

proof). Since e~]bc tends to (d/dt) \l=l h(t) as e -» 0, the results now follow from the

above computation.   Q.E.D.

The next result was proved in [29] for traces on semifinite algebras. For the sake

of completeness we present a proof in our set-up.

Lemma 3.2 [29, Lemma 2(i), (iii)]. Let a, b be elements in 7p(91t; </>0)+ and a *£ b

(as operators).

(i)tr(ap)^ tr(bp),0<p< oo,

(ii) tr(ap) < tr(jdbp-xjd) = tr(bp~xa), \<p < oo.

Proof [29]. (i) At first we prove it for p = 2", n = 0,1,2,..., by induction on n.

For n = 0 the result is obvious, hence we assume it for p = 2"_1. Since jdajd

< jdbja, {ba{b < {bb{b, we estimate

tr(a2") = tr({{a~ a{a)2" "') < tr({{a b{a^)2" "') = tr(\\{ba{b)2"   ')

<tr((/fc^)2"-') = tr(b2n).

Here, in the third expression on the right-hand side, the tracial property was used,

and the induction hypothesis was also used twice. For a general p we write p = 2"p'

with 0 < p' < 1. The operator monotonicity of tp', r 5* 0 (hence ap' < bp ), and the

first half of the proof imply

tr(fl') = tr((a"')2n) < tr((bp')2n) = tr(bp).

(ii) Actually, by induction, we will show that tr(amp)<tr((jdbp~xjd)m) for

Kp<oo,0<m<<x>,a,bE 7""'(91t; <J>0)+ with a < 6. If /7 = 1 + a, 0 < a < 1,
the operator monotonicity of t", t > 0, shows

a' = {aaa{a < (aba{a = {abp~x{a .

Hence, the result follows from (i). We now assume that p = n + a, n EN+ , n>2,

0 < a < 1, and that the result is true for p of the form / + B, I G {l,2,...,n --1},

0 < B < 1. We observe that

({abp/2~x{af = fabp/2-xabp/2-xfa

^{a~bp/2-xbbp/2-x{a~= {abp~x{a .
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Since p/2 -1 = 1' +/J'with/' G {1,2,...,« - 1} and 0 < B' < 1, we get

tri[{abp~x{a)m\ > tr([{abp/2~x{a)"m\    (the above estimate and (i))

>tr[(ap/2) "')    (induction hypothesis)

= tr(Vm).    Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.3. For a, b in Lp(91t; <J>0)+ , 1 < p < oo, we have

tr(ap + b») <tr((a + b)p).

Proof. We may and do assume a =£ 0; for / > 0 consider the continuous function

g(t) = tr((o + tb)p) - tr(ap + t"bp).

For t > 0, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2(h) yield

g'(t)=ptr{(a + tb)p-])-ptp-]tr(bp)

= ptp-x{tr{(b + rxa)p~'b) -tr(bp)} >0.

We thus get

g(l) = tr((o + b)p)~ tr(ap + b")> g(0) = 0.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.4. For each 1 < p < oo and positive a, b in 71(9H; <j>0) = 911*, we have

\\ax/P-bx/p\\P<2x-x/"\\a-b\\\/p.

In particular, the map a E 7'(91t; 4>0)+ -» ax/p E 7?(9R.-; 4>o)+ 's norm-continuous.

Proof. At first we assume a s* b > 0 and set c = al/p - bx/p, d = bx/p. Owing to

the operator monotonicity of t]/p, t>0, c (and d) are in L/'(91l; <f>0)+ . We

compute

||a - b\\x -\\ax'p - bx^p\\"P = tr(a - b) - tr(c') = tr(a) - {tr(b) + tr(c')}

= tr((c + d)')- tr(rf' + c')>0

because of Lemma 3.3. We have thus proved

\\ax/p - b]/p\\P <\\a ~ b\\\/P   ifa>b>0.

For general a, b > 0, considering the Jordan decomposition a — b = (a — b)+

— (a — b)_, we estimate

\\a]/p - bx/% *jal" - (ft + (a - />)+ V''!, +|(* + (« ~ *)+ )V" ~ bVp\\p

= \\{b + (a- b)+ )X/P ~{b + (a- b)+ -(a- b)_)w%

+ \\(b+(a-b)+)]/p-bx/p\\p

<\\(a - b)_\\\/P +\\{a - b)+\\\/P    (by the first half of the proof)

^2'-1^{||(a-Z,)+||1+||(a-/,)_||1}l/^.
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Here, the last inequality is just the concavity of tx/p, t > 0. However, since (a — b)±

sum up to | a — b |, we get

||(a - />) + !!, +|(a - 6)_||, = tr((a - b)+ + (a - b)_)

= tr(|a-6|)=||a-6||i.    Q.E.D.

The next result is part of the standard result, but we state and prove it because it

will be repeatedly used.

Lemma 3.5. Let {xn} be a sequence in a uniformly convex Banach space X and

x E X such that limn-x ||xj| = ||x||. Then x„ tends to x in norm if there exists an

element f in X*, the dual of X, such that f(x) = ||/||^.||x|| and hmn^xf(xn) =/(x).

(In particular, if xn tends to x weakly, the condition is fulfilled due to the Hahn-Banach

theorem.)

Proof. When x = 0 there is nothing to prove. Thus we assume x # 0. Hence

x„ ¥= 0 for n large enough (or even for all n). After normalization (it does not change

a convergence property because limw^00 ||x„|| = ||x||) we may and do assume ||x„|| =

||x|| = 1 and \\f\\x, =f(x) = 1. We then have

(l>)U(x + xH)\]>f(Ux + xH))->f(x) = \

as n — oo. Thus, the result follows from uniform convexity.   Q.E.D.

In the rest of the section, we assume 9H is finite and t is a faithful tracial state on

it, and let 7''(911; t), 0 < p < oo, be the corresponding 7''-space explained in the

second half of §2.

We recall Hansen's inequality [11]: x*g(a)x < g(x*ax) for a contraction x

(||x|| «S 1), a positive bounded operator a, and an operator monotone function g(X)

on [0, oo). For a contraction x in 911 and a positive closed (hence selfadjoint and

T-measurable, (i), (iv) in §2) operator a affiliated with 911, the operator inequality

remains valid. Indeed, due to (iii)' in §2, one can pick up a sequence {a„} in 91L+

converging increasingly to a in the measure topology. Since x*g(an)x *£ g(x*anx) <

g(x*ax), letting n T oo, we obtain x*g(a)x < g(x*ax).

Lemma 3.6. Let a be an element in 7''(91t; t)+ and x a contraction in 91L.

(i) IfO<p< 1, then r(x*apx) < r((x*ax)'').

(ii) If 1 <p < oo, then t(x*opx) > T((x*ax)p).

Proof, (i) The operator monotonicity of tp, t s= 0, and Hansen's inequality imply

x*apx < (x*ax)'' from which the result follows,

(ii) Since 0 < l/p < 1, we now have

x*ax = x*(ap)Wpx < (x*apx)l/p.

Thus, the result follows from Lemma 3.2(i) (or rather [29, Lemma 2(h)]).   Q.E.D.

The next result (and its corollary) can be regarded as a dominated convergence

theorem for a probability gage. Although we will use just a special case (p = 2) of

this result, we state and prove it in full generahty.
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Proposition 3.7. Let {an} be a sequence in 7P(91L; t), 2 «=/? < oo, and a E

Lp(cy!i; t). If an tends to a in measure and \an\p tends to \a\p in the Lx-norm, then an

tends to a in the Lp-norm.

Proof. Assume \an\p (resp. \a\p) corresponds to (/> (resp. cf>„) in 9H*. Since <pn

tends to </> in the predual norm, for each e > 0 we get ||</>„ — <J>m|| < e if n, m > N = Af.

We can obviously choose a positive x (^ 0) in 911 satisfying H^ — tx|| < e. Fixing

this x, we set 8 (= 8f) = e/||x||.

For each projection e E 91L with r(e) < 8, we have (0 <) 4>„(e) < 3e (hence

<j>(e) < 3e) whenever n > A. In fact we estimate

*„(*) <|(fc, " 4>N)ie)\ +\(4>N ~ rx)(e)\ + r{xe)

<e|H| + e||e||+||x||T(c) < 3e.

Since 1 *S p/2 < oo (for this e, T(e) < 8), we get

\\an4p = ^{\a„e\P) = (iea*a„e)p/2) = T^(e\an\2e))P   j

<le(\a„\2)P/2e}    (Lemma 3.6(h))

= (\a„fe)=b,(e)<3e.

The same arguments also show \\ae\\p *£ 3e.

The sequence {an} tending to a in measure, for n > M = Me (and for the above e

and 5f) there exists a projection e (depending on n) such that \\(an — a)(l — e)\\ < e

and r(e) < 8 (see §2). The "gage" t being probability, the uniform norm || ||

majorizes the 7''-norm || || . Thus, whenever n s» M, the following estimates are

valid:

\\an-a\\p<\\(an-a)(l-e)\\p+\\(an-a)e\\p

<\\(an - a)(l - e)\\p+\\ane\\p+\\ae\\P < e + \\a„e\\p + \\ae\\P.

Hence, if n 3* Max( A, M), then

|k,-fl||1,<e + (3e),/''+(3e)I/'.    Q.E.D.

It is known ([21, Proposition 1] and (iv) in §2) that, for b„, b in 7'(91t; t)+ ,

lim^ooll^ — Z?||, =0 if and only if lim^JI&JI, = ||6||, and bn tends to b in

measure. Based on this we show

Corollary 3.8. 7e? {an} be a sequence in LP(GK\ t), 2 ^p < oo, and a E

Lp(cJt; t). The sequence tends to a in the Lp-norm if and only if an tends to a in

measure and limn^00 \\a„\\p = \\a\\p.

Proof. If lim„^x\\an - a\\p = 0, then limn^w ||aj|p = !l<3||^ and a„ tends to a in

measure ((iv) in §2).

Conversely, assume these two conditions are fulfilled. Firstly, |||a„|/'||i = T(\an\p)

= \\a„\\p tends to |||a|''||1 = ||a||£. Secondly, t being probability, the map: b -»

(b*b)p/2 is continuous with respect to the measure topology [21, Theorem 2.1].
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Therefore, | an \p tends to | a \p in measure, hence in the 7'-norm, thanks to the remark

right before the corollary. It follows from Proposition 3.7 that | an | tends to a in the

7p-norm.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.1 in [21] asserts that Corollary 3.8 is also valid for p = 1.

4. Continuity of the "absolute value part" map. We prove the norm-continuity of

the "absolute value part" map from our 7''-space onto its positive part.

Lemma 4.1. We assume l/p + l/q =1, 1 <p < co. For each a E 7''(911; 4>0)

with the polar decomposition a — u\a\ ,we set 77(a) =\a\p/qu* (77(a) = 0 ifa — 0) so

7r(a) belongs to 7"(91t; <£0). Then the map tt: Lp(^t; <j>0) -* 7?(91L; <J>0) is norm-con-

tinuous.

Proof. For a = «|a|, u*u is the projection (G 911) onto the support of |a| so

| a \p/qu*u = | a \p/q. We thus compute

II i  \f/i *ll   --II i \p/q\\      II i  \p/q * II   --II i  \f/i *ll
\a\      u  \\   ^    \a\ =    \a\      u u\\   ^    \a\      ;v

|| II \\q       || II        \\q       || lul ||,       || II        M    ||</>

that is,

ii  /  mi      Hi  \p/q\\      . l\ \py/i —w \\P/qlk(fl)ll« = ||lfll   ||, = tr(lal )   -\\4p ■

We now assume {a„} in 7^(911; <>0) tends to a ¥= 0 in norm. Thanks to the above

equality, as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, we may and do assume \\a„\\   = \\a\\   = 1

(hence ||7r(a)||9 = ||7r(an)||9 = 1), and it suffices to show that (2 >) \\tr(a) + 7r(a„)||

tends to 2 as n goes to oo (due to Proposition 2.2).

We first notice that

{■n(a),a)={\a\p/\*,u\a\)=tr{\a\P/qu*u\a\)

= tr{\a\p/^) = tr(\a\P)=\\al=l,

and {ir(an), a„)= 1, similarly. Thus, Holder's inequality shows

||7r(a) + 7r(a„)||, >|(W(a) + tr(an), a)\ = |l + (ir(an), a)\.

Another use of Holder's inequality shows that, for a small e > 0, we have

e^\(tr(an),a - a„)| = |(7r(a„), a) - l|    (for n large enough).

The above two estimates mean that

\\tr(a) + tT(an)\\q>\2 +z\    with |z| < e

(here, z = (ir(a„), a)- I E C). In particular, ||7r(a) + 7r(o„)||9 > 2 - e for n large

enough.   Q.E.D.

The next result, which will be used later, might be of independent interest.

Theorem 4.2. For 1 < p,p' < oo, the map

a E 7"'(91t; <j>0)+ _ ap'^p G 7"(91t; «J,0) +

is a homeomorphism with respect to the norm topologies.
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Proof. Bijectivity is trivial so we must prove bicontinuity. Clearly we may assume

p' = 1. Having proved Lemma 3.4, we need only prove continuity of the map

a E Lpy%; <b0)+ - a" E 7'(91t; <t>0) + . However, this follows from Lemma 4.1 and

Holder's inequality due to 77(a)a = ap/qa = ap.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.3. For 2 < p < oo, the maps

a E 7>(91t; 4>0) -|a| = (a*a)i/2 E 7'(91t; <f>0) +

and

a E L'(91t; </>„) -|a*| = (aa*)l/2 G L"(91L; </>0) +

are norm-continuous.

Proof. When {a,,} tends to a in 7^(911; <J>0), a* tends to a* so that a*nan (resp.

anaf) tends to a*a (resp. aa*) in Lp'((dt; <f>), 1 </?' = p/2 < oo, by Holder's

inequality. The lemma thus follows from Theorem 4.2.    Q.E.D.

Here is the main result of the section.

Theorem 4.4. For 1 *£/? < oo, the "absolute value part" map a G 7''(9lt; </>0) -»

|a|= (a*a)x/2 E 7/'(9lt; </>0)+ is norm-continuous.

Before proving it, we note that continuity is known for/? = 1, that is, for 911* (see

[28] for example) and forp = oo. Also, for/7 = 2, the Powers-Stormer inequality [1,

9] states

|| \a\-\b\ \\l *s||a + b\\2\\a - b\\2,       a, b E 72(9H; <f>0).

Actually, the better estimate

|||fl|-|6|||2<^2||a-o||2

was obtained in [4]. We also remark that the result is proved for Cp-ideals in [24] (by

a different method).

Proof of the theorem. Thanks to the above remarks and Lemma 4.3, we assume

1 < p < 2 in what follows. For a = u \ a |G 7''(911; <f>0), we notice that

77(a) =\a\P/\* ELq{911; <pQ),       2<a<oo,

(77(a)7T(a)*),/2=|ar"G7"(91l;<|»0)+,

(|ar/9)^=|a|e^(91L;^0)+.

Thus, the desired continuity follows from Lemma 4.1, (the second half of) Lemma

4.3, and Theorem 4.2.    Q.E.D.

5. A one-parameter family of positive cones. As applications of Proposition 3.7 and

Theorem 4.4, we prove the results on positive cones stated in §1.

We recall that, for each 0 < a < 1/2, 7a (= P£o) is the closure of the positive

cone Aa91t+ £0 in the standard Hilbert space % [1]. Improving previous results in fl,

3, 13, 16, 25, 27], we prove
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Theorem 5.1. For each 0 < a *£ 1/4, the map £ G Pa -> w4 G 9H* is a homeomor-

phism with respect to the norm topologies in % and 9H*. //91L is finite, then the result

remains valid for each 0 < a < 1/2.

In both statements bijectivity is known [13], while continuity is trivial. We thus

show the continuity of the inverse mapping.

To prove the first half of the theorem, we prepare the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. For each a in 7',(91t; </>0), 1 ̂ /?<oo (which is identified with

aAx/q E 7'(91L; <j>0); see §2), we set

fx(a) = (aA'/^olxSo) = (a|0|x£0),       x G 91L.

Then we have \fx(a) |< Hal^Hxy.

Proof. We note that, for each a = uAx^(,fx(a) certainly makes sense since

fx(a) = («A'/^o|^0) = (AV^olA'/^t/^o),

91L^0c^)(A'/^)c^(A'/^),

and/x(a) is linear in a.

Thanks to Proposition 2.1, to complete the proof it suffices to check the inequality

for the two extreme values of p, that is, p = oo and p = 1. For p = oo, we obviously

have

|Kl*€0)|<l|a|| ||*||     (IM=NL)
due to ||£0|| = 1, while for p = 1 and a = mA^ we estimate

|(« Wo I *«0)|=|(^«o I AV*>*^o)|=|(«J/*n<t)|

=!(**«€♦ |€#)|=l*(**«)l<ll+ll 11**11 ll«l = NliN|.  Q-e.d.
Proof of Theorem 5.1 (0 =s a < 1/4). For a generic <|> G 9t* , a unique imple-

menting vector £(, (= £,, a) in Pa is explicitly given by

f = ylAl/2A'/2~2al£

(A homogeneity argument shows ^ G Pa, while <£ = ut follows from the fact that

the phase part of Ax^Ax/2~2a belongs to 911. See [14] for details, especially the

remark before Theorem 4.5 in [14].)

We now assume {<?>„} in 911* tends to <j> in norm. Being a Hilbert space, % is

certainly a uniformly convex Banach space (the parallelogram law). We also have

hm ||y= hm 4>„il)V2 = <t>ilY/2 =U4-

By virtue of Lemma 3.2 it suffices to show that (/^Jx|0) = (| Ax/2~o2a\£0\x£0)

tends to (J^\xi0) = <\ti&fi/2-2a\io\x£Q) for each "fixed x E 911." The Powers-

Stormer inequahty and Holder's inequality show that A1/2,, A1/2'2" tends to

A'^2oA1/2"2a in the 7''-norm (with \/p = I - 2a). Thus, the desired convergence

follows from Lemma 5.2.    Q.E.D.
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Proof of Theorem 5.1 (911 is finite and 0 < o < 1/2). Let t be a faithful tracial

state on 911, and 72(91t; t) the corresponding 72-space (see §2). We recall that all

closed operators affiliated with 9lt are automatically T-measurable ((i) in §2). It is

easy to observe that (911, 72(9H; t), *, 72(91t; t)+) is a standard form. Here, 9H

should be understood to act on 72(9H; t) as left multiplications. By the uniqueness

of a standard form [1, 9], we may and do identify

(9IL, 72(9H; t), *, 72(9H; r)+ ) = (9H, DC, J, 9k)

in the rest of the proof.

For a generic <j> E 9H* , we denote its Radon-Nikdoym derivative dfy/dr relative

to t by /i^ (and h^ — h0 for simplicity). In other words, a unique implementing

vector 1-q in "J^ = 72(9IL; t)+ is hx^2. Then a unique implementing vector L

(= UJ in7" (C 72(91L; t)) is explicitly given by

»*       "0 |"*    "0 I — "0 \n{) n$"o )

(In fact, since $£$ = h+, ^ G 72(91t; t) and <J> = «f#. Also. /i0/2~% > 0 shows

that ^ G 7Q. See [13, §14] for details.)

We now assume {</>„} in 9lt* tends to 4> in norm. Thus, |f* |2 = h^ tends to

I $t P = h<i, m tne 7'-norm. To conclude that ^ tends to ^ (or equivalently, f * tends

to f£) in the 72-norm, it suffices to show that J* tends to J£ in measure (due to

Proposition 3.7). The Powers-Stormer inequality yields that h1/2 tends to h1/2 in the

72-norm, hence in measure ((vi) in §2). For a probability gage t, it is known [21] that

the map a — |a|= (a*a)x/2 is continuous with respect to the measure topology.

Thus, ^i=|/^2/*o/2~2<>l/!oa"1/2 tends t0 St =\h\/2hxQ/2-2a\hl"-x/2 in measure

due to (v) in §1    Q.E.D.

6. 7''-norm inequalities. Our main concern here is to obtain necessary and

sufficient conditions for certain 7''-norm inequalities to become equalities.

For 7''-spaces associated with a semifinite von Neumann algebra (and a trace on

it), several 7''-norm inequalities are known. Although generic elements in these

7''-spaces are unbounded operators, one has to deal with just bounded operators

due to the fact that they form a dense subspace ((i), (iii)' in §2). On the other hand,

in our 7''-spaces, all (nonzero) elements are unbounded so slightly different argu-

ments are sometimes required. However, fortunately, we need not distinguish

ab = ba and the strong commutativity between a and b (Lemma 2.4).

Lemma 6.1. For 1 < p < oo andO < X < I, we have:

(i) 1 s* \p + (1 — \)p and the equality holds if and only ifX = 0 or 1;

(ii) (l/2)p ^\_{Xp + (I ~X)P} and the equality holds if and only ifX~ 1/2.

The proof is elementary so details are left to the reader.

Lemma 6.2. For commuting a, b E 7/'(9H; <J>0)+ , 1 < p < oo, we have:

(i) tr((a + b)p) = tr(ap + bp) if and only if ab = 0;

(ii) tr({{-(a + b)}p) = 4 tr(a" + b") if and only if a = b.
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Proof. To prove it we assume a = A1/^ and b = A1/^ (</> = ap,^ = bpE 9Ht).

Furthermore, since Lp(6Jl; 4>0) does not depend on a choice of </>„ up to a Banach

space isometry [10, 15] (after cutting the algebra), we may and do assume

\\/P     i     \}/p   —   Al/P       (=   \l/p     )

Notice that all the operators here mutually commute and A1/^ *£ AWp, Ax^n *£ A'7''.

Thus, one can pick up positive operators h, k in 9H such that A1/^ = {h~Ax/2p,

AXHP = {kAx/2p and h, k commute with A. Since

Ax/» = Ax/po + Ax/pn = (h + k)Ax/p

and A has a dense range, we get h + k = 1 and

A^o = /i"W,   KHo = (l-h)pzA\       Rez>0.

Using the spectral decomposition h = /0' A aex and dfi(X) = d\\ex£Q\\2, we compute

tr(a" + bp) = {{hp + {l- h)"}M0\SQ) = {{h» + (1 - A)'}«0|{0)

=  (]{Xp + (l-X)p}dp(X),
Jo

tr((a + b)p) = (A|0||0) = (*0|{0) = fdp(\).

It follows from Lemma 6.1(i) that the two integrals are equal if and only if

d)i(X) is supported on the finite sets {0,1}

« %(h - h2) = /"' (A - A2) dn(\) = 0

**A(1 - h) = 0

~hAx/p(l -h)Ax/P = ab = 0.

The second assertion is obtained by similar arguments together with Lemma

6.1(h).   Q.E.D.

Proposition 6.3. For a, b E Lp(G)\i; <£0)+ , 1 < p < oo, we have

tr(ap + />")<tr((a + b)p).

Equality holds if and only if ab = 0.

Proof. The first part is exactly Lemma 3.3. Also, if ab = 0, we have tr(a'' + bp)

= tr((a + b)p). Conversely, we now assume this, thanks to Lemma 6.2(i), it suffices

to show [a, b] - 0. Fix an arbitrary selfadjoint x in 9H and set

/(f) = tr((a + e"xbe-!x)p),       tER.

The first half of the proposition and the fact that e"x is a unitary imply

fit) > tr(ap + e,,xbpe-"x) = tr(ap + bp) =/(0).

On the other hand, the map t E R -» e"xbe'"x E 7^(911; <j>0) is differentiable and

its derivative at 0 is i[x, b]. Thus it follows from Lemma 3.1 that

0 = i>tr((a + b)"~l[x, b]) = iptr({(a + b)p~lb - b(a + b)"~l}x).
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(Although Lemma 3.1 is not applicable when [x, b] = 0, [x, b] — 0 implies /(/) is

constant and we get the above equality anyway.) Thanks to the duality 91L = 911* =

7'(91t; 4>0)* and 91 = 91tJa + i9Hja, we have [(a + b)p~x, b] = 0 so b commutes

with a + b and a.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 6.4. For a, b E 7''(911; 4>0)+ , 1 < p < oo, we have

tr((a + b)p) <*2»-\ap + bp),

or, equivalents,

tr({\(a + b)}p)^\tr{a" + bp).

Equality holds if and only if a = b.

Proof. The triangle inequality for || ||p and the convexity of tp, t > 0, imply

tr((a + b)p)=\\a + b\\Pp<(\\a\\P+\\b\\P)p

<2P-x{\\a\\Pp+\\b\\Pp) = 2P-xtr(ap + bp).

Also,

tr((a + b)p) = 2""' tr(a" + b")   ifa = b.

Conversely, if this equality holds, arguments similar to those in the proof of 6.3

(based on f(t) = tr({'(a + e"xbe-"x)p}) </(0)) show [a, b] = 0. Thus, a = b fol-

lows from Lemma 6.2(h).    Q.E.D.

Combining the preceding two propositions, we get

Corollary 6.5. For a, b E Lp(91t; <>0)+ , 1 < p < oo, we have

2x-p\\a + b\\Pp<\\a\\Pp+\\b\\P<\\a + b\\Pp.

Here, the first (resp. second) inequality becomes an equality if and only if a = b (resp.

ab = 0).

Recall that we did not use Clarkson's (nor McCarthy's) inequality to show the

uniform convexity of noncommutative 7''-spaces (Proposition 2.2). We now prove

Clarkson's inequality and examine when it reduces to an equality.

For 2 < p < oo with 1 < p' = p/2 < oo, a, b E 7/'(91l; 0O), we set

c = a*a + b*b E L*'(91t; <f>0),       b = a*b + b*a E 7'''(91t; </>0).

We estimate

2(||a||^+|Hr,) = 2tr((a*ar' + (^r')

*£ 2 tr((a*a + b*b)p)    (the first half of Proposition 6.3)

= 2\\c\\PP'<2{2-\\c + d\\P>+±\\c-d\\py

(the triangle inequality for || ||/)

<||c + dfP- + \\c - d\\PP'   (convexity of tp', t > 0)

= tr(|c + df) + tr(|c - df) = tr(|a + b\") + tr(|a - b\")

= \\a + b\\Pp+\\a- b\fP.
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The next result was obtained in [30] for 7''-spaces arising from a semifinite von

Neumann algebra and bounded a, b.

Theorem 6.6 (Clarkson's inequality). For a, b in 7P(9H; <p0), 2 <p < oo, we

have

2{\\a\\Pp+\\b\\Pp)^\\a + b\\Pp+\\a-b\\Pp,

or, equivalently,

\\a + b\\Pp+\\a - b\fP < 2p^x(\\a\\Pp+\\bfP).

Furthermore, equality holds in the first inequality if and only if ab* = b*a = 0.

Proof. We have already shown the first half. We now assume equality holds. In

particular, the very first inequality in the estimates right before the theorem reduces

to an equality. Hence, the second half of Proposition 6.3 yields

a*a/>*Z>=|a|2|Z>|2 = 0.

Thus, |a| and \b\ commute and |a||Z>|= (\a\2\b\2)x/2 = 0. Considering the polar

decomposition of a and b, we get ab* — 0. The adjoint operation being isometric in

each 7''-space, one still gets equality in Clarkson's inequality after (a, b) is replaced

by (a*, b*). We thus get b*a = ((a*)(b*)*)* = 0* = 0.

Conversely, if ab* = b*a = 0, then we get

\a ±b\2 = (a±b)*(a ± b) = a*a + b*b =\a\2 +\b\2.

Also, ab* — 0 implies |a \\ b\— 0. We thus have

|a ± bf = (|a|2 + \b\2)p/2 =\af +\bf,    \\a ± bfP=\\a\fp+\\b\fP.

Thus, we get equality in Clarkson's inequality.   Q.E.D.
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